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SUNDAY
S-1 Inspections Rick Bashaw and 

Shannon Norman, 
RMS

M3 The Inspection functionality in Mercury 3 is very robust and can be used in a variety of ways. This 
training session will review how to set up Mercury Inspections and introduce you to the "Mercury 
Base" set of inspection functionality. This collection on templates, dynamic lists, and operations 
will save you hours of set-up! (Bring your own laptop)

S-1 New User and First-Time Attendee 
Orientation

RMS Team and User 
Exec Board

New to RMS World or to Mercury? This session is designed to orient you to the resources 
available from the RMS Team, as well as help you make the most of RMS World. Meet RMS Staff 
and the User Exec Board, review the schedule and make good choices about sessions to attend, 
and meet some conference buddies. After the session we will go out for dinner in groups 
(optional) prior to the Welcome Reception.

MONDAY
M-0 Welcome and State of the Union Graham Banister and 

Jen Frank (RMS)
This all attendee session is focused on introducing you to all of the new functionality in Mercury 
4, from small changes (help icons on Dynamic Lists), to big new functions (scheduled reports and 
operations! APIs! Shibboleth!), to an entirely new Mercury Product (Mercury Conference). Learn 
about our development roadmap and what is coming in future versions of Mercury!

M-1 Getting Ready for Mercury 4 Jen Frank (RMS) M4 The move to Mercury 4 will be here sooner than you think! This session covers steps you can take 
to be prepared for your move, from having the right conversations internally to align stakeholders 
to looking ahead to how you can use new features as soon as possible after your roll out.

M-1 Getting the Most out of Inspections Shannon Norman 
(RMS)

M3 Learn about how you can use inspections to improve your staff and student experience. This 
session covers inspections for the usual - Room Condition Reporting & Health and Safety 
Inspections - as well as for more creative uses, like Duty Logs and Vacancy Checks.

M-1 Reporting Options - Easy Reports, 
Instagrids, Dynamic Lists, and Advanced 
Filters, Oh My!

Bea van den Heuvel 
and Lana Furry (RMS)

M3 The reporting options in Mercury 3 go well beyond the Easy Report Builder. This session covers 
the advantages of each of the reporting options and introduces you to some reporting tricks. This 
session is appropriate for reporting novices who use the Easy Report Builder and for those who 
write queries or want to learn how to use Instagrids more.
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M-2 Managing Your Gender Inclusive Housing 
Process

Andrew Naylor 
(Florida International 
University) & AJ 
Primavera (Montclair 
State University)

M3 Looking for a way to combine Gender Inclusive policies and your Mercury business practices? 
During this session learn how Montclair State University and Florida International University 
configured their processes to guarantee student satisfaction and accountability with the Gender 
Inclusive Housing process. Learn which tools in Mercury can help you manage this process and 
what challenges were experienced while implementing the process.

M-2 Scheduled Operations and Reports in 
Mercury 4

Rick Bashaw (RMS) M4 Clients have been asking for scheduled reports for a while, but we realized the next frontier would 
be scheduled operations, so we are delivering both in Mercury 4! This session is an overview of 
the new scheduling functionality and where it can be used in Mercury 4. Whether you want to 
schedule Fee Assessment to run daily or to send your roster to Public Safety every Friday at 5pm, 
this is the session for you!

M-2 Managing Emotional Support Animals and 
Other Special Processes in Mercury

Phil James (RMS) M3 Custom fields in Mercury are the perfect way to roll out countless special processes for your staff 
and students. During this session, learn about how to use custom fields and dynamic lists to 
streamline a process for your team. We will use Emotional Support Animal Management as an 
example to walk you through building templates, dynamic lists and more!

M-3 How to Take Over the World with Mercury 
(UNT) and How to Make Them Like It 
(Greenwich): Using Mercury for 
Interdepartmental Processes

Jessica Moore 
(University of North 
Texas) & Lisa Winter 
(University of 
Greenwich)

M3 Learn how UNT is improving processes for campus partners to help streamline practices and to 
ensure that the data we need from them is clean. Join us as we discuss projects we’ve already 
implemented (selling commuter meal plans for Dining) and our wishlist items (like taking over 
Parking). In conjunction, learn how the University of Greenwich managed staff expectations, 
increased staff engagement, and addressed their concerns moving to a new system, tailored to 
different user levels. Moving a process into Mercury may seem daunting to staff, particularly if 
this requires a change in their usual working pattern, but with the right approach, everyone wins!

M-3 Named Roommate Groups - Best Practices 
in Use, Emails, and Reporting

Greg Schlierf and 
Lana Furry (RMS)

M3 Named Roommate Groups allow students to see first-hand who is in, who is out, and who is 
ignoring requests. The days of Housing being the bad guy when it comes to roommate pairings 
are over. Learn best practices for using emails and reporting tools to get the most out of this 
useful functionality. Use this component to take roommate requests, but also for vacancy-filling 
requests, efficient turnover of spaces between semesters, and more!
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M-3 Mercury Conferences A to Z - A Full 
Overview

Graham Banister 
(RMS)

M4 Learn about the full cycle of functions available in Mercury Conference, from taking Requests and 
sending quotes, to confirming a conference, making reservations, and booking rooms, dining, 
facilities, equipment, and more! This session is geared at clients who want to learn more about all 
of Mercury Conference, in particular if your conference team manages conferences from start to 
finish.

M-4 Two Takes on How to Manage Appeals 
Processes in Mercury

Sandy Morgan 
(Mercer University) & 
Carol Rader (Wright 
State University)

M3 Looking for a way to manage your appeals processes in Mercury? In this session Mercer University 
and Wright State University discuss two approaches for this commonly business process. Mercer 
repurposed the Maintenance functionality to manage their appeals, from the initial request to the 
final decision, utilizing templates, dynamic lists, and correspondence. Wright State University 
went in another direction, using custom fields, correspondence, and template finish processing. 
Learn how to build the various items needed to create your own version of this process on your 
campus. This is a great session for clients who are new to configuring your own processes.

M-4 Mercury Conferences for Housing Offices Phil James (RMS) M4 Not all Housing and Conference offices are created equal. This session is geared at giving a 
detailed look at the "housing" side of Mercury Conference, with a special focus on making 
reservations by building, floor, or even by room, and on managing your conference room 
bookings and billing. If you're used to the Conference Team handing you a list of conferences and 
dates so you can fit them into your buildings, this is the session for you!

M-4 Mercury Minutes... in Minutes! Shannon Norman 
(RMS)

M3 In our Mercury Minutes online series, we cover one topic in depth each week, but sometimes 
there are short topics that don't need an entire session. This Mercury Minutes covers using 
Custom Content components to embed videos in Mercury; using "Actions for Selected" to jump in 
bulk from one dynamic list to another and other navigation tricks; and suggestions for updating 
the provided staff-facing booking templates to better match your business processes.

M-5 How to Share Mercury with Your Residence 
Life Team

David Kloiber 
(University of South 
Florida) & Chloe 
McArdle (Columbus 
State University)

M3 Mercury has tools for everyone, but it can be overwhelming to a new user who isn't in it everyday 
- learn how Columbus State University and the University of South Florida brought Mercury to 
their Residence Life teams and campus partners at very different scales. This session covers how 
to set up users and roles in a way that will help staff be comfortable with their little slice of 
Mercury. Imagine a world where everyone in your office has access to up-to-date information and 
can share the same message with a student!
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M-5 Spring Cleaning - Maximizing Your Living 
Area Data in the Mercury 3 World

Bea van den Heuvel 
and Lana Furry (RMS)

M3 Learn how to use the Living Area management enhancements introduced in Mercury 3 to improve 
search options for staff and students in assignment templates and elsewhere in Mercury. If you 
aren't copying and batch updating bed space configurations, you are missing out on a world of 
reporting and tracking options! This session discusses opportunities to get more out of your living 
area data, how to move to using Mercury Suites for your multi-bedroom units, removing old 
Parent Room records, adding more information to track your use of beds and improve student 
search options, and more!

M-5 Mercury 4 ALL THE THINGS! Jen Frank (RMS) M4 When there are big new features like conditional template steps and scheduled reports, it can be 
easy to miss all of the smaller but meaningful items we have added to improve your experience 
with Mercury. Learn about new features for dynamic lists, the user management area, suitemate 
tokens, "Not In List" search, using "current date" in the template data context data wizard, and 
more! If you've never read the Release Notes before, this session will show you why they are 
always worth a read!

TUESDAY
T-1 Zero to 60: How To Prepare For 4,200 More 

In One Year
Stacy Travis 
(University of 
California, San Diego)

M3 How can we possibly prepare for another 4,200 to be added in one year? In this session UC San 
Diego shares how 18 months of planning got us to the point where we are delivering 4,200 new 
beds, 2 new self-selection processes, transitioning two current Communities to new areas and 
adding a new College while operating short two staff members. How did we prioritize outcomes? 
What resources did we use? How many "back up plans" did we create? How did our ITS group 
assist? And how will we actually deliver implementation? Join us for tips, tricks, magic sauce, and 
ghost fields in our adventure to add 4,200 more bedspaces.

T-1 Making Advanced Filters from Easy Reports Rick Bashaw (RMS) M3 If you are friends with the Easy Report Builder, you can borrow SQL from an Easy Report to use in 
an Advanced Filter for the Application List, the Bed Space Booking List, and more! This session will 
cover best use of the Easy Report Builder to construct SQL for your use, and how to transform 
what you borrow into the format for different types of Advanced Filters. This is a great session for 
beginners and intermediate users who want to maximize their search options on the Application 
List, Bed Space Booking List, and other dynamic lists in Mercury. No prior SQL knowledge 
required!
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T-1 Advanced Filters - ERD tour, Views, 
relationship to Dynamic Lists, Filter 
Prompts, SQL Tricks (like GETDATE)

Lana Furry and Jim 
Ortiz (RMS)

M3 If you're comfortable writing SQL (or nudging a written statement to meet your needs), take this 
tour of the tools we provide to help you write your advanced filters. Learn about the ERD (Entity 
Relationship Diagram), views, and their relationship to each dynamic list type; how to create and 
use filter prompts in Advanced Filters, and some of the SQL tricks Lana uses to build efficient 
filters. This session assumes some SQL knowledge.

T-2 Using Mercury for RA and other Student 
Staff hiring processes (creating 
applications, uploading resumes, staff-
review forms, notifications, signup for 
Group Process sessions, contracts, etc)

Leanica Adams 
(University of 
Houston) & Sandy 
Morgan (Mercer 
University)

M3 Learn how the University of Houston and Mercer University are utilizing Mercury as a tool for 
student staff hiring and program management. Learn how the University of Houston uses 
Mercury for staff hiring, and then see a continuation of this concept with how Mercer University 
residence life staff submit community program proposals and evaluations within Mercury. You, 
too, can have an efficient and staff-friendly process within Mercury!

T-2 The Life Changing Art of Tidying Up Your 
Home Menu - User Access, Positions, and 
Minimalist vs Maximalist Menus

Bea van den Heuvel 
(RMS)

M3 There are two philosophies of Mercury Home Menus - one is to keep it simple and have everyone 
use the same links and navigation to do their work, the other is to heavily customize screens and 
processes by job function. Both have their merits. This session covers the pros and cons of each, 
as well as tools you can use to have a home menu that sparks joy. Learn about how to set up your 
User Access and Positions so you and your team see what you need to make your day-to-day 
work as efficient as possible.

T-2 Integration Strategies - Interfaces, API's, 
and More in Mercury 4

Greg Schlierf, Joe 
Moore, Ken Stamper 
(RMS)

M4 Mercury 4 opens up new opportunities for integrating across systems. Learn about the new API 
feature and refreshed look of Interfaces in Mercury 4, as well as review existing integration 
options such as our pre-populate template data feature. This session introduces a special single-
field interface that allows row-by-row update of unique data. We will also briefly discuss the new 
Shibboleth authentication option. 

T-3 7 Habits of Highly Successful Mercury Sites TBD M3 Ever look around and wonder how certain clients just seem to be doing so much more with 
Mercury? It isn't always for the reason you think. Come to this session to learn how they 
approach staff training and turnover, their relationship with the RMS team, keeping themselves 
and their team motivated to move new processes forward, and more. This session is great for new 
users and long-term clients who need a little energy boost!
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T-3 Conditional Functionality in Mercury 4 Rick Bashaw (RMS) M4 One of the most flexible new features in Mercury 4 is all of the conditional functionality. In this 
session, learn how conditional template steps, advanced links, contracts, finish processing and 
more can simplify your template flow. After this session you'll be excited to review your current 
processes and trim them back once you have Mercury 4!

T-3 Managing Early Arrivals, Late Stays, and 
Break Housing in Mercury

Phil James (RMS) M3 It's the never-ending reality of housing that there will always be early arrivals, late stays, and 
break housing periods that need to be managed and billed differently than academic year 
housing. In this session, learn how to set up your rates to reflect your early arrival needs, how to 
use "pretention" and retention templates so that students and staff can make bookings for these 
special periods, and how to use the "In List" search to batch update your students and booking 
information to track early arrivals.

T-4 Moving to Mercury Cloud Greg Schlierf (RMS) Mercury Cloud has quickly become the choice for most new clients implementing Mercury. 
Additionally, existing clients are increasingly choosing to move to the Cloud. This session will 
review the process for moving to Mercury Cloud and discuss key considerations for existing clients 
who wish to move to the Cloud. Clients who have made the move will participate in a panel as 
part of this session and discuss their experiences and answer questions. Topics covered may also 
be of interest to Oracle clients looking to move to SQL.

T-4 Using the Mercury Waitlist for "Needs to Be 
Assigned," for Managing Room Changes, 
and More

Shannon Norman 
(RMS)

M3 No more paper lists stuck to your corkboard, no more sticky notes! Mercury Waitlists let you 
manage multiple waitlists with features such as limiting who can be on a list, how many spots 
there are on the list, ability for students to add and remove themselves from the list, and more. 
Use waitlists to track who needs housing and to manage room change requests. This session is an 
overview of waitlists and some best practices for getting the most out of this feature.

T-4 Bringing Mercury Conference to Your Team Bea van den Heuvel 
(RMS)

M4 Clients who want to go live with Mercury Conference need to know how to plan ahead for this 
process. During this session you will learn the stages of implementing Mercury Conference, 
including identifying stakeholders and getting buy-in, dividing and assigning the workload to the 
appropriate staff, adding custom items (custom fields, templates and more) to your version of 
Mercury Conference, and getting the most out of training before you go-live. We recommend 
anyone who wants to go live with Mercury Conference in 2020 attend this session.
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T-5 Client Success - Cross-training, Staff 
Turnover, and Planning for Future You

Panel M3 One of the biggest red flags for when a strong client is going to become a struggling client is when 
there is staff turnover. Come to this session to listen and discuss strategies for cross-training and 
planning to ensure that you aren't left struggling when a strong Mercury user leaves your campus. 
If you're the strong Mercury user, learn and discuss strategies for ensuring a broader set of staff 
understand Mercury and your documentation (because of course you have documentation... and 
if you don't, there's a session for that tomorrow).

T-5 The 6223 Piece Puzzle - Seeing the Big 
Picture Between Occupancy and Residence 
Life

Jen Frank (RMS) M3 Understanding the relationship between your Residence Life goals and your housing assignment 
process is a key step in building a better community. How can you put the puzzle together if you 
don’t have a vision of the final picture? This session will delve into how to start a conversation on 
your campus to ensure that both ends of your housing operation are working together to ensure 
the best outcomes for your residents. Great for users at all levels of Mercury use!

T-5 Using Configured Accounting Operations to 
Save Time and Reduce Errors

Phil James (RMS) M3 Do you have items you commonly charge for? Do you want to get Internal Audit off of your back 
about human error in your billing and charges processes? Learn how to configure operations that 
save time and reduce errors for repetitive tasks such as damage charges and fee assessment. 
You'll leave this session ready to build a Dynamic List as a hub for your damage charge work and a 
one-click fee assessment operation to run from your home menu.

WEDNESDAY
W-1 Paperless Room Change and Plan Change 

Processes
Xola Pono and Tsebo 
Litabe (University of 
Capetown) & Staci 
Kaufman and Dana 
Fritz (University of 
Wisconsin - Stout) & 
Shannon Norman 
(RMS)

M3 In this joint session, learn several methods for managing room and plan changes in Mercury, with 
specific examples from the University of Capetown for managing Plan Changes and the University 
of Wisconsin - Stout for managing room changes. See examples that allow the students to manage 
their own changes, as well as some where staff take the requests and process the changes using 
workflow. This session is great for clients who are looking to create a more self-service experience 
for your residents.

W-1 Intellassign Lessons Learned Jen Frank (RMS) M3 Intellassign is a highly configurable operation that can be used to streamline a variety of 
assignment processes. This session covers lessons learned from the first two years of various 
clients using Intellassign. Learn how to make sure you're using Intellassign to the best of its 
abilities for your process and how to avoid some common pitfalls.
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W-1 Mercury Conferences A to Z - A Full 
Overview

Graham Banister 
(RMS)

M4 Learn about the full cycle of functions available in Mercury Conference, from taking Requests and 
sending quotes, to confirming a conference, making reservations, and booking rooms, dining, 
facilities, equipment, and more! This session is geared at clients who want to learn more about all 
of Mercury Conference, in particular if your conference team manages conferences from start to 
finish. This session is a repeat of Monday's session.

W-2 Self-Assign Set-up and Optimization Bea van den Heuvel 
(RMS)

M3 Whether you're already live with self-assign (with or without maps) or it's been on your wish list 
since Mercury 2 was released, this session has something for everyone. Learn how to set up maps, 
how to set your overall process up for success, and how to set up a "practice" process for your 
students. We will also discuss considerations around how many people should run a process 
concurrently, new options for database shrinking and purging that can speed up your experience, 
and more. This session has content both for entry-level users getting ready to use self-assign and 
longer-term users looking to improve their experience.

W-2 Getting Ready for M4 Jen Frank (RMS) M4 The move to Mercury 4 will be here sooner than you think! This session covers steps you can take 
to be prepared for your move, from having the right conversations internally to align stakeholders 
to looking ahead to how you can use new features as soon as possible after your roll out. This 
session is a repeat of the session from Monday.

W-2 How and When to Document Your Mercury 
Processes

Greg Schlierf (RMS) M3 We get requests for this session every year! As your use of Mercury grows, it is increasingly 
important that you maintain documentation of how your Templates, Filters, Operations, and 
Dynamic Lists are related to each other and how they are expected to function. Over time, we 
have seen an additional movement to adding documentation within Mercury in the form of 
Instructions within templates and stand-alone Instruction templates. Learn strategies for planning 
your template flow and Home Menu navigation and for maintaining your documentation as your 
process evolves, plus as a bonus learn about a new feature in Mercury 4 to add documentation to 
Dynamic Lists! Future You will appreciate the effort!


